Virtual Michigan Wellness Conference 2020
At Circle Wellness, we are always
focused on the participant experience.
Circle Wellness is a leader in pre-claim cost control
strategies. We help businesses enhance their existing
wellness programs or work with them to construct an
entire new platform to meet their specific needs. Circle
Wellness specializes in employee health screenings,
private one-on-one consultations, yearlong coaching,
analytics, and reporting. Our expertise and creative
solutions help companies be the healthiest and most
productive they can be.

“

“My overall experience with Circle Wellness has been nothing
but positive. They actually work with you one-on-one to create a
wellness program and platform that is easy to use and
informative for the administrator and the user. It may seem
like too big of an investment for some but let me tell you, it
is worth every penny. They make my life easier!!!”

Our Clients See Results That Matter

Follow us for new information throughout the year!
Facebook.com/Circlewellness.com. Twitter.com/well4you.
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You don’t build a
reputation on what
you SAY you can
do…so don’t just
take our word for it!
“This program saved my life.”

Here’s what our
clients have to

“

say about us:

“(My Company’s) best benefit!”
“Having an annual review like this keeps focus on
my health and has clearly contributed to my
success.”
“I have improved my overall health after I started
participating in my company’s Circle Wellness

Are you ready to

program. Comparison of the progress/ results from

see why we’ve

motivation to improve my health.”

previous years always has been a biggest help and

earned such a great
reputation amongst
our clients?

“The process has always been smooth, organized,
and all the Circle Wellness staff is pleasant to work
and everyone does a wonderful job.”

Reach out today!

Chrissy Hu sk | Marketing & Sales Specialist | 317 973 0060 x126 | husk.chrissy@chpinc.com | circlewellness.com

PRE-CLAIM COST CONTROL EXPERTS
Follow us for new information throughout the year!
Facebook.com/Circlewellness.com. Twitter.com/well4you.
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